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Effective Content-Aware Chroma Reconstruction
Method for Screen Content Images
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Abstract— In this paper, we propose an effective novel
content-aware chroma reconstruction (CACR) method for screen
content images (SCIs). After receiving the decoded downsampled
YUV image on the client side, our fast chroma-copy approach
reconstructs the missing chroma pixels in the flat regions of
SCI. Then, for non-flat regions, a non-flat region-based winner-
first voting (NRWV) strategy is proposed to identify the chroma
subsampling scheme used on the server side prior to compression.
Further, an effective adaptive hybrid approach is proposed to
reconstruct each missing chroma pixel in the non-flat region
by fusing the two reconstructed results, one from our modi-
fied NRWV-based chroma subsampling-binding and luma-guided
chroma reconstruction scheme, which favors the sharp edges in
SCI, as well as the other from the bicubic interpolation scheme,
which favors blurred and continuous-tone textures. Further,
based on the identified chroma subsampling scheme, a geometry
alignment-based error compensation approach is proposed to
enhance the reconstructed chroma image. Based on typical test
SCIs and JCT-VC screen content videos, comprehensive exper-
iments are carried out in HEVC-16.17 to demonstrate that in
terms of quality, visual effect, and quality-bitrate tradeoff of the
reconstructed SCIs, our CACR method significantly outperforms
the existing state-of-the-art methods.

Index Terms— Chroma-copy, content-aware chroma recon-
struction, chroma subsampling identification, high efficiency
video coding (HEVC), quantitative and qualitative quality,
quality-bitrate tradeoff, screen content image (SCI).

I. INTRODUCTION

DUE to the increasing popularity of mobile phones, tablets,
and touch-screen laptops in the consumer electronics

market, computer-generated screen content images (SCIs) have
received growing attention in many applications, such as
cloud computing, remote conferencing, and screen sharing.
In addition to the camera-captured nature subimages with
blurred edges, fat lines, and continuous-tones, SCIs often
comprise flat regions, sharp edges, texts, repeated patterns,
thin lines, and computer-rendered graphics with few colors.

Because the human visual perception system is more sen-
sitive to luminance than to chroma, prior to compression,
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subsampling the chroma image is an effective way to achieve
better compression performance by the encoder [6]. From the
following YUV-to-RGB color conversion, we have
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where Y denotes the luma image and UV denotes the chroma
image. From Eq. (1), we know that all R, G, and B color
components contain the luminance part. Therefore, encod-
ing the RGB image directly is not suggested. Accordingly,
prior to compression, the input RGB full-color SCI is first
transformed to a YUV image. The commonly used chroma
subsampling formats include 4:4:4, 4:2:2, and 4:2:0. For each
2×2 UV block, the 4:4:4 scheme has no compression and
maintains both luma and chroma data entirely; this approach
is often used for video games, high-end display devices, and
post-production in studio. The 4:2:2 scheme determines one
sampled U and V components for each row of the 2×2 UV
block. To achieve better compression performance for fitting
the limited internet bandwidth, instead of 4:4:4 and 4:2:2,
4:2:0 is adopted; this scheme has been widely used in Blu-ray
discs (BDs), digital versatile discs (DVDs), movies, sports, TV
shows, and remote conferencing; the 4:2:0 scheme determines
one sampled U and V components of the 2×2 UV block
as the subsampled (U, V)-pair. Considering the aforemen-
tioned applications of SCIs, our research considers only the
4:2:0 format.

The five most commonly used chroma 4:2:0 subsampling
schemes are 4:2:0(A), 4:2:0(L), 4:2:0(R), 4:2:0(DIRECT),
and 4:2:0(MPEG-B). 4:2:0(A) subsamples the (U, V)-pair
by averaging the U and V components of the 2×2 UV
block. 4:2:0(L) and 4:2:0(R) subsample the (U, V)-pair by
averaging the chroma components in the left column and right
column, respectively, of the 2×2 UV block. 4:2:0(DIRECT)
selects the top-left (U, V)-pair of the 2×2 UV block as the
subsampled solution. 4:2:0(MPEG-B) determines the subsam-
pled (U, V)-pair by performing a 13-tap filter with mask
[2, 0, −4, −3, 5, 19, 26, 19, 5, −3, −4, 0, 2]/64 on the
top-left location of the 2×2 UV block. For completeness,
we also include the two currently existing chroma subsampling
schemes CSBIL and CSBIC [17], which are introduced in the
fifth paragraph of Section I.A. For convenience, we designate
the seven aforementioned chroma subsampling schemes by the
set CS = {4:2:0(A), 4:2:0(L), 4:2:0(R), 4:2:0(DIRECT), 4:2:0
(MPEG-B), CSBIL, and CSBIC}.
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Accordingly, the subsampled YUV image is fed into the
encoder, e.g. High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) reference
software HM-16.17+SCM-8.6 used in this research, and then
the encoded subsampled YUV image is transmitted to the
decoder via the Internet. On the client side, the decoded
subsampled UV image must be upsampled to the original size;
then, the upsampled chroma image and the decoded equal-
sized Y image compose the reconstructed YUV image. Finally,
the target RGB full-color image is reconstructed by applying
Eq. (1) to the reconstructed YUV image. In this research,
we focus on the key issue: how to upsample the decoded
subsampled UV image effectively for SCIs.

A. Motivation

We first introduce the 14 existing chroma reconstruction
methods in CR = {COPY, BIL (bilinear interpolation),
BIC (bicubic interpolation), 8-TAP, NEDI (new edge-directed
interpolation) [11], SAI (soft decision adaptive interpola-
tion) [21], LAU (luma-assisted chroma upsampling) [10],
GF (guided-filter method) [8], GCR (guided chroma recon-
struction method) [16], LACDU (luma aware chroma down-
sampling and upsampling) [17], ASBLG (adaptive chroma
subsampling-binding and luma-guided method) [2], sparse
coding-based super-resolution (ScSR) [19], cascade of sparse
coding-based network (CSCN) [18], modified super-resolution
convolutional neural network (MSRCNN) [5]}. In CR, COPY,
BIL, BIC, 8-TAP, NEDI, and SAI are luma-independent
approaches, whereas LAU, GF, GCR, LACDU, and ASBLG
are luma-dependent approaches. ScSR is a sparse representa-
tion approach. CSCN and MSRCNN are deep learning-based
approaches. This subsection ends with an explanation of the
motivation of the research of this paper. All 14 methods in
CR are included in the comparative methods to show the
superiority of our proposed method in terms of image quality.

In COPY, the three missing chroma pixels of the
2 × 2 chroma block copy the subsampled (U, V)-pair.
BIL, BIC, and NEDI [11] applied the bilinear, bicubic,
and modified Wiener filter-based interpolations, respectively,
to reconstruct the chroma image. As a building function
in HEVC, 8-TAP with 1/2 motion precision applies the
mask [−1, 4,−11, 40, 40,−11, 4,−1]/64, which is centered
at each missing chroma pixel, to reconstruct all the missing
chroma pixels. SAI [21] interpolates the missing chroma pixels
by training the relationship between the known and the missing
chroma pixels, but also between the missing chroma pixels
themselves. For SCIs, NEDI has better quality performance
than SAI, but for nature images, SAI is superior to NEDI.
The common weakness of the abovementioned six luma-
independent chroma reconstruction methods is that they ignore
the luma information as a way to enhance the quality of
the reconstructed chroma image, leading to limited quality
improvement.

To improve the CPSNR (color peak-signal-to-noise ratio)
quality performance of BIL under 4:2:0(A), LAU [10] employs
the mean squared luma difference between the neighboring
chroma pixels of the current missing chroma pixel and the
co-located luma pixel into BIL. The weakness of LAU is

that it does not consider the textural correlation between luma
and chroma images, which hinders quality improvement. Con-
sidering the correlation between the downsampled decoded
luma image and the decoded downsampled chroma image,
GF [8] uses the linear regression technique to enhance the
reconstructed chroma quality. The weakness in GF is that for
nature images, the correlation is not particularly high, leading
to limited quality improvement.

For SCIs, GCR [16] uses 4-TAP to reconstruct the missing
chroma pixels that correspond to the co-located non-textural
luma block, and it uses the linear regression technique and
the luma-guided approach to reconstruct the missing chroma
pixels corresponding to the co-located textural luma block,
thus satisfying one of the following two assumptions. The
first assumption is that the block must have at most four
different luma value; under this condition, if two luma pixels
in the block have the same luma value, they also have the
same chroma value. The second assumption is that the chroma
component has the same (or inverse) texture as the luma com-
ponent between the minimum and maximum values. Exper-
imental results have shown the quality superiority of GCR
over 4-TAP. However, the lack of the use of the chroma sub-
sampling identification and the out-of-range problem, namely,
the luma-guided anomaly problem [2], constrain the quality
performance of GCR. Based on the winner-first voting strategy
to identify the used chroma subsampling scheme and the
solution to the out-of-range problem, ASBLG [2] outperforms
the above-introduced chroma reconstruction methods for SCIs.
However, ASBLG does not show favor to natural subimages
in SCI, which often have blurred edges, thick lines, and
continuous-tone colors, because the correlation between the
subsampled luma and chroma block-pair is not particularly
high, which degrades the performance quality.

In LACDU [17], Wang et al. first incorporated the BCIM
(base color and index map) technique, i.e., the Palette
mode [14], into the representations of the luma and chroma
images; they proposed two effective combinations, CSBIL-BIL
and CSBIC-BIC, in which CSBIL and CSBIC denote the bundled
chroma subsampling schemes under the chroma reconstruction
methods, BIL and BIC, respectively. Both combinations pro-
posed by Wang et al. outperform the combination IDIDNEDI-
NEDI [22], in which IDIDNEDI indicates the bundled chroma
subsampling scheme corresponding to the chroma reconstruc-
tion NEDI, and the other combinations such as 4:2:0(A)-BIL,
4:2:0(A)-BIC, and 4:2:0(A)-GF. For convenience and to avoid
confusion, CSBIL-BIL and CSBIC-BIC are designated CSBIL-
LACDU and CSBIC-LACDU, respectively. The constraint in
LACDU is that it must bundle with CSBIL or CSBIC.

Unlike the aforementioned reconstruction methods, based
on sparse representation, Yang et al. [19] presented the first
sparse coding-based super-resolution (ScSR) method. Here,
the two terms ‘upsampling’ and ‘super-resolution’ denote the
same thing. To improve ScSR, Wang et al. [18] proposed a
cascade of sparse-coding-based network (CSCN) in which the
end-to-end training step adopts a multi-scale cost function.
Recently, Dong et al. [5] proposed a modified super-
resolution convolutional neural network-based (MSRCNN-
based) method associated with a compact hourglass-shape
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Fig. 1. The flowchart of the proposed CACR chroma reconstruction method.

CNN structure to improve the quality of the upsampled images
by their previous SRCNN-based method [4]. The experimental
results demonstrated that both CSCN and MSRCNN are
superior to the previous method [15].

To overcome the weaknesses and constraints in the above-
mentioned chroma reconstruction methods, the main motiva-
tion of this research is to develop a novel and effective chroma
reconstruction method for SCIs.

B. Contributions

In this paper, we propose a novel effective content aware-
based chroma reconstruction (CACR) method for SCIs.
Relative to the newly published work in [2], the main novel
aspects and significant contributions of our CACR method
include the following four aspects.

The first novel aspect of our CACR method is that we
partition all missing chroma pixels in the initial upsampled
chroma image into flat regions and non-flat regions. This is
the main reason that our region-based chroma reconstruction
method is also called the content-aware chroma reconstruction
method. In the previous ASBLG method [2], all missing
chroma pixels are treated the same. In our CACR method,
all missing chroma pixels in flat regions are reconstructed
by our simple chroma-copy approach, leading to satisfactory
reconstruction quality and computation-saving merits because,
on average, 50% of all missing chroma pixels are in flat
regions.

The second novel aspect in CACR is that for those missing
chroma pixels in non-flat regions, we propose a non-flat
region-based winner-first voting (NRWV) strategy to identify
what kind of chroma subsampling is used, say cs ∈ CS, prior
to compression. Relative to the previous voting strategy [2]
in which the voting was performed on the flat and non-flat
regions, our NRWV strategy has similar robustness in addition
to computation-saving merit.

The third novel aspect in CACR is that a hybrid approach
is proposed to reconstruct all the missing chroma pixels in the
non-flat region by fusing the two reconstructed results, one
from the cs-binding and luma-guided chroma reconstruction
scheme, denoted by cs-BLG to distinguish from ASBLG [2],
which benefits reconstructing sharp textural parts in computer-
generated objects in SCIs, and the other from BIC, which
benefits reconstructing the blurred textural parts and
continuous-tone colors within objects.

The fourth novel aspect is that we propose a cs-binding
and geometry alignment-based error compensation approach
to further enhance the reconstructed chroma image quality.

In addition, the computational complexity analysis and
actual execution time cost of the proposed CACR method
are provided. Based on the 26 typical test SCIs [12], [17]
and 9 JCT-VC SCVs [20], comprehensive experiments are
carried out to demonstrate that in terms of CPSNR, CESIM
(color edge similarity index) [13], visual effect, and quality-
bitrate tradeoff of the reconstructed SCIs, our CACR method
significantly outperforms the 14 abovementioned state-of-the-
art methods. All experiments are realized in the HEVC test
model HM-16.17+SCM-8.6 reference codec [1], [9].

Under the first five chroma subsampling schemes in CS,
on average, our CACR method provides 1.84 dB and 1.49 dB
CPSNR quality improvement for SCIs and SCVs, respectively,
relative to ASBLG. In addition, our CACR method provides
at least 3.28 dB and 2.07 dB CPSNR quality improvement
for SCIs and SCVs, respectively, relative to any other chroma
reconstruction method in CR\{ASBLG, LACDU}. In partic-
ular, for the reconstructed SCIs and SCVs, the combinations
CSBIC-CACR and CSBIL-CACR provide the best CPSNR and
CESIM quality performance, respectively. Note that the CSBIL
and CSBIC chroma subsampling schemes were proposed by
Wang et al. [17].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
our CACR method is presented. In Section III, several exper-
iments are conducted to demonstrate the quality, quality-
bitrate tradeoff, and visual effect merits of our CACR method.
In Section IV, some concluding remarks are addressed.

II. PROPOSED CONTENT-AWARE CHROMA

RECONSTRUCTION METHOD: CACR

This section consists of five subsections. The four contribu-
tions of the our CACR method are presented in the first four
subsections. In the fifth subsection, the related computational
complexity analysis and the actual execution time cost are
provided. The whole CACR method is shown in Fig. 1; for
convenient depiction, we take only the decoded downsampled
chroma U image as the input example, e.g., Ud , although
the procedure can be easily applied to upsample the decoded
downsampled chroma V image. We designate the final upsam-
pled chroma U image Uu,C AC R and the luma image Y .
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Fig. 2. Three block types. (a) Type A. (b) Type B. (c) Type C.

A. Chroma-Copy Approach to Reconstruct the Missing
Chroma Pixels in Flat Regions

On the client side, we first map the decoded downsampled
chroma image Ud to an upsampled one Uu whose size is four
times as large as Ud , and each pixel Ud (i, j) is moved to
the location (2i, 2 j) in Uu . For each missing pixel Uu(m, n),
we apply a 7×7 window W centered at the location (m, n), and
we let the configuration of the decoded downsampled pixels in
W be the type A block with 16 downsampled chroma pixels
in Fig. 2(a), where the red squares denote the downsampled
chroma pixels, the type B block with 12 downsampled chroma
pixels in Fig. 2(b), or the type C block with 12 downsampled
chroma pixels in Fig. 2(c). The ‘chroma-copy’ condition used
in the proposed chroma-copy approach is defined below.

Definition 1: For the missing pixel Uu(m, n), if all the
downsampled chroma pixels in the 7 × 7 window W have
the same chroma value, say Uu,cc(m, n), then the ‘chroma-
copy’ condition is held, and the chroma-copy status map at
location (m, n) is set to 1, i.e., CC(m, n) = 1; otherwise,
we set CC(m, n) = 0.

If the block type of Uu(m, n) is type A, as shown
in Fig. 2(a), it takes 15 comparisons to identify whether
the missing chroma pixel Uu(m, n) is in one flat region.
Considering the three block types in Fig. 2, on average,
it takes 12.3(= (15 + 11 + 11)/3) comparisons to identify
whether Uu(m, n) is in one flat region. Once the chroma-copy
status map is set, the missing chroma pixel Uu(m, n) with
CC(m, n) = 1 is thus reconstructed by the value Uu,cc(m, n);
otherwise, Uu(m, n) is reconstructed by the fused value deter-
mined by the proposed hybrid approach, as presented in the
next subsection. After reconstructing all the missing pixels in
flat regions by the proposed chroma-copy approach, let these
reconstructed chroma pixels Uu(i, j)s with CC(i, j) = 1 in
flat regions be denoted by Uu, f lat without any confusion.

According to the above description of the proposed chroma-
copy approach, it is easy to verify that it takes constant
operations, i.e., O(1) time, where the complexity definition
in terms of big-O is suggested to refer to [3], to complete the
chroma-copy for each missing chroma pixel Uu(m, n) with
CC(m, n) = 1. For a W×H SCI, it takes O(WH) time to
complete the whole chroma-copy approach and assemble the
complete chroma-copy status map.

B. Non-Flat Region-Based Winner-First Voting Strategy to
Identify the Chroma Subsampling Scheme Used
on the Server Side: NRWV

Before presenting the proposed hybrid method for recon-
structing these missing chroma pixels in non-flat regions,
we first present the proposed NRWV strategy, which modifies

the previous voting strategy in [2] while offering faster per-
formance and similar robustness. Differing from the voting
strategy on the whole Y and UV images in [2], NRWV
only performs voting on the non-flat regions to reduce the
computational complexity. In NRWV, a CDD (correlation
distortion degree) threshold is specified to discard invalid votes
to further speed up the voting process while preserving similar
robustness.

For the completeness of this subsection, we revisit the
calculation of the CDD value in [2]. Let the correlation
point set (CPS) representation denote the correlation between
the subsampled decoded luma block Y d

b and the co-located
decoded subsampled chroma block Ud

b . Because |CS| = 7,
the seven correlations between the 5 × 5 subsampled chroma
block Ud

b and the seven co-located 5 × 5 subsampled luma
blocks, which are generated by performing the seven chroma
subsampling schemes in CS on Yb, form seven CPSs. For each
CPS corresponding to one correlation between Ud

b and Y d
b ,

in the 2-D space, the X-axis denotes the subsampled chroma
value, and the Y-axis denotes the subsampled luma value. For
the seven correlations, seven CDD values are calculated. First,
according to each correlation, the fitting line can be obtained
using the least square technique, and then we calculate the
distance from each point in the CPS to the fitting line. Further,
we sum up these calculated distances as the CDD value of that
CPS. Consequently, seven CDD values are calculated for the
seven CPSs.

The proposed NRWV procedure is listed below, as shown
in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 NRWV

Input: Y , Ud , CC , and T. /*CC denotes the chroma-copy
status map, and T denotes the CDD threshold value
for discarding the invalid vote*/

Output: cs. /*the identified chroma subsampling scheme*/
for each non-flat location (i, j) with CC(i, j) = 0 do

for each cs ∈ CS do
Apply a 5 × 5 window centered at Y (i, j).
Generate the 5 × 5 downsampled luma block
corresponding to the co-located 5 × 5 chroma
block in Uu .
Calculate the CDD value between the luma and
chroma block-pair.

Let csmin be the chroma subsampling scheme with
minimum CDD value, say C DDmin , among the
concerned |CS| CDD values. Here, |CS| = 7.
if C DDmin < T then

Add one vote for the candidate chroma
subsampling scheme csmin , and add C DDmin to
the accumulated CDD (ACDD) of csmin .

Let cs be the final identified chroma subsampling scheme
with maximum votes and minimum ACDD value.
return cs;

According to the description of our NRWV procedure,
because we only consider each pixel location in the non-flat
region with zero chroma-copy status, it takes O(|CS|) time
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to compute the concerned |CS| CDD values and to determine
the accumulated CDD (ACDD) value for the candidate chroma
subsampling scheme csmin . The total time complexity required
in NRWV for processing the whole W×H SCI is bounded by
O(|CS|αWH), in which |CS| = 8 and α (< 1) denotes the
ratio of the number of pixels in the non-flat regions in the
initial Uu to the image size W×H.

C. Hybrid Approach to Fuse the Missing Chroma Pixels
in Non-Flat Regions: cs-BLG+BIC

In this subsection, we propose a novel hybrid approach that
combines our improved chroma reconstruction method, cs-
BLG, and BIC to maximize the quality of the reconstructed
pixel for the missing chroma pixel Uu(m, n) in the non-flat
region. Specifically, the proposed hybrid approach compro-
mises the quality of the reconstructed chroma pixel on the
sharp textural part in computer-generated objects by cs-BLG
and the reconstructed chroma pixel quality on the blurred
textural part or continuous-tone colors by BIC. Based on
the identified chroma subsampling information cs by NRWV,
the proposed cs-BLG procedure is listed in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 cs-BLG

Input: Y , Ud , and cs.
Output: Uu,cs−B LG . /*the reconstructed result by

cs-BLG*/
for each location (i, j) with CC(i, j) = 0 do

Apply a 5 × 5 window centered at Y (i, j).
Generate the 5 × 5 downsampled luma block by the
chroma subsampling scheme cs, denoted by Y d

cs ,
corresponding to the co-located 5 × 5 chroma block in
Uu .
Let k = 5 and Y d

block be the set of downsampled luma
values in the k × k downsampled luma block.
while Y (i, j) < min(Y d

block) or Y (i, j) > max(Y d
block)

do
/*out-of-range anomaly alarm occurs*/
if the window size > 11 × 11 then

break. /*jump out of the while loop*/
Enlarge the window size from k × k to
(k + 2) × (k + 2).
Reset Y d

block .

Let (a, b) be the solved correlation parameter pair
after applying the linear regression technique to
determine the fitting line between the downsampled
luma and chroma block-pair.
Uu,cs−B LG(i, j) = a · Y (i, j) + b. /*reconstruct the
missing chroma pixel in the non-flat region*/

return Uu,cs−B LG ;

Let these missing chroma pixels Uu(i, j)s with
CC(i, j) = 0 in non-flat regions be denoted by Uu,non− f lat .
After performing the above cs-BLG method in Algorithm 2
on Uu,non− f lat , the reconstructed chroma result is designated
Uu,cs−B LG . Similarly, after performing BIC on the
original Uu,non− f lat , the reconstructed chroma result

is designated Uu,B I C . For each missing chroma pixel
Uu(i, j) in the original non-flat region, to better fuse
Uu,cs−B LG(i, j) and Uu,B I C(i, j), the estimation errors
for Uu,cs−B LG(i, j) and Uu,B I C(i, j) are calculated in
advance. Then, the proper weights for the two fused results
can be determined such that the estimation accuracy of
Uu(i, j) can be maximized. If the error of Uu,cs−B LG(i, j),
namely Err(Uu,cs−B LG(i, j)), is larger than the error
of Uu,B I C (i, j), i.e., Err(Uu,B I C(i, j)), it implies that
BIC provides more accurate estimation contribution to the
missing chroma pixel Uu,non− f lat (i, j) than cs-BLG. In this
case, Uu,B I C (i, j) should be assigned a larger weight, say
WB I C (i, j). In contrast, Uu,cs−B LG(i, j) should be assigned
a smaller weight, say Wcs−B LG(i, j), when fusing the two
reconstructed results, Uu,cs−B LG(i, j) and Uu,B I C(i, j),
to estimate Uu(i, j).

To calculate the two estimation errors, Err(Uu,cs−B LG

(i, j)) and Err(Uu,B I C(i, j)), we take the decoded down-
sampled chroma image Ud as the comparative basis because
Ud is the only data that we can receive from the decoder. It is
known that Uu,cs−B LG and Uu,B I C are four times as large as
Ud . Based on the identified chroma subsampling scheme cs,
the two reconstructed upsampled chroma images, Uu,cs−B LG

and Uu,B I C , are first downsampled by the chroma subsam-
pling scheme cs. Designate the two resultant downsampled
chroma images Ud,cs−B LG

cs and Ud,B I C
cs . The estimation error

Err(Ud,cs−B LG
cs (i, j)) can be calculated by

Err(Ud,cs−B LG
cs (i, j)) = |Ud (i, j) − Ud,cs−B LG

cs (i, j)| (2)

Similarly, the estimation error Err(Ud,B I C
cs (i, j)) is followed.

Therefore, the aforementioned weight WU d,cs−BLG
cs (i, j ) can be

calculated by

WU d,cs−BLG
cs (i, j )

= 1/Err(Ud,cs−B LG
cs (i, j))

1/Err(Ud,cs−B LG
cs (i, j)) + 1/Err(Ud,B I C

cs (i, j))
(3)

Similarly, the weight WU d,B I C
cs (i, j ) is followed. By Eq. (3),

the two weights for Uu,cs−B LG(i �, j �) and Uu,B I C(i �, j �),
(i �, j �) ∈ {(2i, 2 j), (2i + 1, 2 j), (2i, 2 j + 1), (2i + 1, 2 j + 1)},
are given by

WU u,cs−BLG (i �, j �) = WU d,cs−BLG
cs (i, j )

WU u,B I C (i �, j �) = WU d,B I C
cs (i, j ) (4)

By Eq. (4) and the two reconstructed results,
Uu,cs−B LG(i �, j �) and Uu,B I C (i �, j �), the missing chroma
pixel Uu,non− f lat (i �, j �) in the non-flat region can be fused by

Uu,non− f lat (i �, j �) = WU u,cs−BLG (i �, j �) × Uu,cs−B LG(i �, j �)
+ WU u,B I C (i �, j �) × Uu,B I C(i �, j �) (5)

According to the description of the above proposed hybrid
approach, the computational complexity analysis is similar to
that of NRWV. Because we only reconstruct each missing
chroma pixel in the non-flat region and both cs-BLG and
BIC take O(1) time for reconstructing each concerned missing
chroma pixel, fusing the two results by Eq. (5) also takes
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Fig. 3. Depiction of the proposed geometry alignment-based technique
for error compensation. (a) Each pixel located in a non-pixel position in
the upsampled residual image for cs = 4:2:0(L). (b) Geometry aligned re-
estimated pixel in the upsampled residual image.

O(1) time. Therefore, the total time complexity required in
the proposed hybrid approach is bounded by O(αWH).

D. cs-Binding Geometry Alignment-Based Error
Compensation Approach to Further Enhance the Quality of
the Upsampled Chroma Pixels in Non-Flat Regions

In this subsection, to further enhance the quality of the
reconstructed result in non-flat regions, a new cs-binding
geometry alignment-based error compensation approach is
proposed. First, we perform chroma subsampling cs on the
fused upsampled chroma image Uu,non− f lat , which has been
obtained by Eq. (5); the obtained downsampled image is des-

ignated Uu,non− f lat
cs . Next, the residual between Uu,non− f lat

cs
and the initial decoded downsampled chroma image Ud is
computed by

Res(Uu,non− f lat
cs ) = Ud − Uu,non− f lat

cs (6)

Furthermore, BIC is applied to upsample the residual image
Res(Uu,non− f lat

cs ) to obtain the upsampled residual image,
which is used to enhance the fused upsampled chroma image
Uu,non− f lat .

To achieve better error compensation effects for
Uu,non− f lat , in what follows, a cs-binding and geometry
alignment-based error compensation approach is proposed.
For convenient exposition, we assume that cs = 4:2:0(L).
After applying BIC to upsample Res(Uu,non− f lat

cs ), as shown
in Fig. 3(a), each pixel in the upsampled result is depicted by
a red circle located in the non-pixel position due to adopting
chroma 4:2:0(L) subsampling. The key point of our cs-binding
and geometry alignment-based error compensation approach
is to apply BIC to re-estimate the upsampled residual image.
As shown in Fig. 3(b), each residual pixel in the re-estimated
upsampled residual image Res�(Uu,non− f lat

cs ) is denoted by a
gray box by averaging the two vertical residual pixel values
in blue in Fig. 3(b). The re-estimated residual pixel in gray
is located exactly at the integer (x, y)-coordinate, i.e., the
normal pixel position. Consequently, the upsampled chroma
result for non-flat regions is compensated by

Uu,non− f lat = Uu,non− f lat + Res�(Uu,non− f lat
cs ) (7)

Finally, the resultant upsampled chroma image is equal to
the union of Uu,non− f lat in Eq. (7) and Uu, f lat obtained by
our chroma-copy approach. It is straightforward to confirm
that the total computational complexity is bounded by O(WH)

after performing the chroma subsampling cs on the fused
upsampled chroma image Uu,non− f lat , the residual compu-
tation between Uu,non− f lat

cs and the decoded downsampled
chroma image Ud , BIC to upsample the residual image
Res(Uu,non− f lat

cs ), the linear interpolation to re-estimate the
upsampled residual image, named Res�(Uu,non− f lat

cs ), and the
error compensation in Eq. (7).

E. Total Computational Complexity Analysis

We now analyze the computational complexity of our CACR
method. As verified in Subsection II-A and Subsection II-B,
our chroma-copy approach and NRWV strategy take O(WH)
time and O(8αWH) time, respectively. As verified in Sub-
section II-C and Subsection II-D, our hybrid approach and
cs-binding and geometry alignment-based error compensation
approach take O(αWH) time. Consequently, the total time
complexity of our CACR chroma reconstruction method takes
O(WH) time.

In addition, under the same test SCIs, for one image,
the average execution time requirements of the 15 chroma
upsampling methods of interest, namely, COPY, 8-TAP, BIL,
BIC, NEDI [11], SAI [21], GF [8], GCR [16], LAU [10],
MSRCNN [5], ScSR [19], CSCN [18], LACDU [17], and
ASBLG [2], and our CACR method, are 0.006, 0.016, 0.009,
0.227, 5.232, 6.995, 0.142, 0.107, 1.772, 32.282, 10.504,
1165.230, 8.130, 1.681, and 2.264 seconds, respectively. From
these actual time costs, we observe that the actual time cost of
CACR is much less than that of SAI, MSRCNN, ScSR, CSCN,
and LACDU, although CACR takes more time than the other
methods. However, as described in the next section, our CACR
method has the best CPSNR, CESIM, quality-bitrate tradeoff,
and visual effect performance among the methods compared
here.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, the 26 test SCIs (see Fig. 4) with sizes
ranging from 624 × 624 to 1920 × 1080 and the 9 JCT-VC
test SCVs, each sequence with 16 image frames with sizes
ranging from 640 × 576 to 1920 × 1080, are used to report
the quality and the quality-bitrate tradeoff merits of our
CACR method relative to the methods of interest in CR.
The quality metrics used are CPSNR, CESIM, and the visual
effect; the quality-bitrate tradeoff is expressed in RD curves.
All experiments are implemented using a computer with an
Intel Core i7-4790 CPU running at 3.6 GHz with 8 GB RAM.
The operating system is Microsoft Windows 7 64-bit. The
program development environment is Visual C++ 2013.

A. CPSNR and CESIM Quality Merits

When setting QP (quantization parameter) to 0, the first
experiment is carried out to demonstrate the CPSNR and
CESIM merits of our CACR method. In this experiment, after
performing CACR on the server side, we bypass the encoder
and go directly to the client side to upsample the subsampled
YUV image. The CPSNR metric is defined by

CPSNR = 1

N

N�
n=1

10 log10
2552

CMSE
(8)
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Fig. 4. The 26 test SCIs.

TABLE I

AVERAGE CPSNR GAINS OF cs-CACR OVER CS1 × CR1\{CACR} FOR THE RECONSTRUCTED UV IMAGES, SCIS, AND SCVs

with

CMSE = 1

2XY

�
l∈L

�
C∈{U,V }

[I ori,U V
n,C (l) − I rec,U V

n,C (l)]2

in which L = {(x, y)|1 ≤ x ≤ W, 1 ≤ y ≤ H } denotes the
set of pixel coordinates in one W×H SCI, N (= 26 + 270)
denotes the number of total test SCIs, and I ori,U V

n,C (l) denotes
the C-color value of the pixel at location l in the nth original
UV image and I rec,U V

n,C (l) the reconstructed analogue.
For evaluating the CPSNR merit of the our CACR method,

we consider all the 70 combinations in CS1 × CR1 with CS1

= CS\{CSBIL, CSBIC} and CR1 = CR\{LACDU}. In Table I,
the average CPSNR gains of the reconstructed SCIs and
SCVs by the combination cs-CACR over cs-cr , cs ∈CS1 and
cr ∈CR1\{CACR}, are enclosed by ‘()’ and ‘[]’, respectively.
From Table I, we observe that our CACR method in boldface
has the best CPSNR performance and in particular that CACR
offers 1.86 dB, 1.85 dB, and 1.50 dB quality improvement for
the reconstructed UV images, SCIs, and SCVs, respectively,
relative to the previously reported method ASBLG [2].

CESIM [13] is a useful quality assessment metric for eval-
uating the edge-preservation performance of the reconstructed
SCIs and is defined by

CESIM = 1

N

N�
n=1

1

3
(ESIMR + ESIMG + ESIMB) (9)

where ESIMR, ESIMG, and ESIMB indicate the ESIM values
of the reconstructed R, G, and B images, respectively, with

ESIM =
�

(x,y) W(x, y)S(x, y)�
(x,y) W(x, y)

,

S(x, y) = [ECS(x, y)] · [EWS(x, y)] · [EDS(x, y)],
and W(x, y) = max(EWMr , EWMd ) where ECS, EWS, and
EDS denote the similarity of edge contrast, edge width, and
edge direction, respectively. EWMr and EWMd denote the
edge width maps of the test SCI and reconstructed SCI,
respectively. The detailed definition of the ESIM metric can
be found in [13].

Table II demonstrates the CESIM performance comparison
among the 14 methods of interest. The average CESIM gains
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TABLE II

AVERAGE CESIM GAINS OF cs-CACR OVER CS1 × CR1\{CACR} FOR THE RECONSTRUCTED SCIS AND SCVs

TABLE III

CPSNR AND CESIM QUALITY COMPARISON AMONG CS2 × CR2 FOR THE RECONSTRUCTED UV IMAGES, SCIS, AND SCVs

of cs-CACR over any other combinations for the reconstructed
SCVs are enclosed by ‘()’. From Table II, we observe that for
any chroma subsampling scheme cs in CS1, the combination
cs-CACR in boldface always has the best CESIM performance
for the reconstructed SCIs and SCVs relative to all existing
combinations in CS1×CR1\{CACR}. On the other hand, our
CACR method has the best edge-preservation effect among
the methods of interest.

Due to the particularity in LACDU, we now evaluate
the CPSNR and CESIM quality performance for the six
combinations in CS2×CR2 = ({CSBIL-LACDU, CSBIC-
LACDU, CSBIL-ASBLG, CSBIC-ASBLG, CSBIL-CACR,
CSBI-CACR}). From Table III, we observe that in terms of
CPSNR, CSBIC-CACR in boldface has the best performance
among the six combinations for the reconstructed UV
images, SCIs, and SCVs. In particular, CSBIC-CACR also
offers superior CPSNR performance relative to any other
combination in CS1×CR1, as illustrated in Table I. In terms
of CESIM, Table III indicates that CSBIL-CACR in boldface
has the best performance among the six combinations. Here,
the chroma subsampling schemes CSBIL and CSBIC were
proposed by Wang et al. [17].

B. Visual Effect Merit

In this subsection, in addition to the three chroma recon-
struction methods, LACDU, ASBLG, and CACR, discussed in
the last paragraph of Subsection III-A, we include one simple
chroma reconstruction method, COPY, in the visual effect
comparison. Thus, the four considered comparative combina-
tions are CSBIC-COPY, CSBIC-LACDU, CSBIC-ASBLG, and
CSBIC-CACR.

As shown in Fig. 5(a), the 22nd SCI test image is taken
as the comparison example. For visual comparison, as shown

TABLE IV

KEY PARAMETER SETTINGS OF THE HEVC CODEC: HM-16.17+SCM-8.6

in Figs 5(b)-(c), two magnified subimages are decoupled
from the character-containing and color-containing regions
in Fig. 5(a), respectively. After performing the four combi-
nations on Fig. 5(a), the eight reconstructed magnified subim-
ages for Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(c) are shown in Figs. 5(d)-(g)
and Figs. 5(h)-(j), respectively. As shown in the regions
marked by ellipses, we observe that CSBIC-CACR has the best
color and edge preservation effects in the four combinations.
As expected, although COPY is simple, CSBIC-COPY has
the worst visual effects, notably containing color shifting and
blurred edge artifacts. The detailed visual effects comparison
of all the test SCIs can be found in [7].

C. Quality-Bitrate Trade-Off Merit

The HEVC codec used is the reference software
HM-16.17+SCM-8.6. The coding structure used in our exper-
iment is ‘Low Delay P’. Table IV tabulates the key para-
meter settings; the remaining parameters are set as default.
In Table IV, the parameter ‘CTU Size/Depth’ is set to 64/4,
indicating that the coding tree unit (CTU) is of size 64×64 and
of depth 4. The term ‘IntraPeriod’ is set to 4, indicating the
period of intra prediction. The parameter ‘QPoffset’, which
indicates the QP offset from the base QP value, is set to 0.
The parameter ‘GOP size’ denotes the size of the group of
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Fig. 5. The visual effect comparison for the 22nd reconstructed SCI. (a) The groundtruth of 22nd SCI. (b) The characters part of (a). (c) The colorful part
of (a). (d) The reconstructed image of (b) by CSBIC-COPY. (e) The reconstructed image of (b) by CSBIC-LACDU. (f) The reconstructed image of (b) by
CSBIC-ASBLG. (g) The reconstructed image of (b) by CSBIC-CACR. (h) The reconstructed image of (c) by CSBIC-COPY. (i) The reconstructed image of
(c) by CSBIC-LACDU. (j) The reconstructed image of (c) by CSBIC-ASBLG. (k) The reconstructed image of (c) by CSBIC-CACR.

pictures and is set to 4. The parameter ‘Fast Search’ is set
to 1, indicating that the diamond search [23] is adopted.
The parameter ‘Search Range’ is set to 32, indicating that
the size of the search window is 32×32. The parameter
‘Entropy Coding’ is set to CABAC (context-adaptive binary
arithmetic coding). The coding tools contain three parameters:
‘SAO’ (sample adaptive offset), ‘AMP’ (asymmetric motion
partitions), and ‘SAOLcuBoundary’ (SAO largest coding unit
boundary), which are set to 1, 1, and 0, respectively.

To plot the RD curves, 11 different QPs, namely, 0, 4, 8, 12,
16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, and 40, are considered to demonstrate
the quality-bitrate tradeoff performance comparison among
the four combinations CSBIC-COPY, CSBIC-LACDU, CSBIC-
ASBLG, and CSBIC-CACR. For the 9 test JCT-VC SCVs,
the four RD curves, as shown in Fig. 6, indicate that under
the same QP value, CSBIC-CACR has the best CPSNR perfor-
mance of the reconstructed SCVs. On the other hand, CSBIC-
CACR has the best quality-bitrate tradeoff among the four
combinations.

Finally, we come to a conclusion for the abovementioned
experimental results. From Tables I-II, we observe that when
QP = 0, the ASBLG method [2] has the second best CPSNR
and CESIM performance for the test SCIs and SCVs, and our
CACR method is the first best among the concerned methods
in CS1 × CR1; from Table III, CACR and ASBLG still have
the first and second best CPSNR and CESIM performance
among the concerned methods in CS2 × CR2. Fig. 6 indicates

Fig. 6. RD curves for CSBIC-COPY, CSBIC-LACDU, CSBIC-ASBLG, and
CSBIC-CACR under the 9 test JCT-VC SCVs.

that CACR, LACDU [17], and ASBLG have the first, second,
and third best quality-bitrate tradeoff performance under the
parameter settings in Table IV.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented our effective CACR method for upsam-
pling decoded downsampled chroma images on the client side.
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The four novel aspects and contributions of CACR have also
been clarified in Subsection I-B. Based on 26 typical test
SCIs and 9 JCT-VC test SCVs, comprehensive experiments
have been carried out to show that in terms of CPSNR,
CESIM, the visual effect, and the quality-bitrate tradeoff in
the RD curve, our CACR method is significantly superior to
the 14 state-of-the-art reconstruction methods COPY, 8-TAP,
BIL, BIC, NEDI [11], SAI [21], GF [8], GCR [16], LAU [10],
MSRCNN [5], ScSR [19], CSCN [18], LACDU [17], and
ASBLG [2].
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